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AUTOMATED  WELLNESS SCREENING SOFTWARE

Pinpoint Health clients use our CDC-aligned, HIPAA compliant WebApp to screen, route & monitor the 
ongoing wellness of their entire population. As the Country begins to fully reopen, staff, customers, 
students and visitors can be screened remotely for symptoms of COVID-19 before they arrive on 
premises.

Our Automated Wellness Screening Platform provides a simple, cost-effective way to mitigate risk & route 
resources based on response-dependent data points triggering notifications to Administrators.

Pinpoint Health helps solve many of the most pressing questions & concerns facing us today:
• How do effectively communicate protocols and easily screen employees on a daily basis?
• When do we decide when it is safe for employees to return to work?
• How do we know who is showing signs and symptoms and how do we direct them to get help immediately?
• How do we digitally document & store screening responses with limited resources?

Features
Instantly Screen Anyone Using Customizable 
Pathways
Remotely determine who is being affected and branch 
respondents to proper procedures.

Instantly Track Symptoms & Results in Real-time
At the push of a button know the precise wellness of 
your entire organization. Trigger automatic alerts for 
any changes in symptoms.

Route Response-Specific Resources 
Reduce administrative burden while systematically 
distribute internal procedures and protocols, and 
helping people get the help they need.

HIPAA Compliant Architecture 
Our data compute & storage platform meets the 
requirements to be certified HIPAA compliant with 
99.9% guaranteed uptime backed by AWS (Amazon 
Web Services).

Works on any Phone, Computer or Tablet There 
is no download needed. This is a cross-platform 
WebApp platform so it will display & function the 
same on any device. 
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